Why Service Your Equipment?

Reduce your costs by allowing for planned repairs
Decrease the potential for injury from equipment failure
Increase production by reducing or eliminating crane breakdowns
Increase the lifespan of your crane equipment
We follow the **Required OSHA Inspection Guidelines** to keep you in Compliance.
SERVICE OPTIONS

- Periodic Inspection
- Load Testing Certification
- Preventative Maintenance
- Repairs, Parts, and Service
- Crane Modernization
Periodic Inspection

Our focus on continuous improvement and ongoing training enables us to offer inspection and preventive maintenance programs that help you reduce downtime and costly production losses. Inspections are essential to remain in compliance with OSHA standards and to help keep your facility running smoothly. All of our inspectors are factory trained by the hoist manufacturers.

- Crane, Rail & Runway
- Wire Rope, Sling & Chain
- Below the Hook Devices
- Paperless Inspection & Reporting System
Load Testing Certification

we can provide load test certifications for all of your cranes and hoists. All cranes and hoists must be certified by testing their lifting capacity with 125% of the rated capacity. This must be completed on any newly installed crane prior to being placed into service and for any crane or hoist that has had any repairs done to load bearing parts.

• On New & Existing Cranes
• After Crane Modifications
• After Major Repairs
Preventative Maintenance

Our certified inspectors and trained technicians provide an accurate assessment of the condition of your equipment. They evaluate risks, identify improvement opportunities and provide recommendations. We create a proactive, customized maintenance plan based on your equipment, application and duty cycle.

- OEM Maintenance Programs
- Equipment Assessments
- Runway Alignments
We are committed to maximizing our customer’s productivity by providing the best preventative and corrective service around. Our service technicians are well equipped with the tools and parts they need to get the job done and are backed up by our home office with knowledgeable support staff when additional expertise is needed.

- OEM Mechanical Experts
- Expert Electrical Technicians
- Replacement Parts for All Brands
- Refurbishments & Rebuilds
An aged crane can be given new life. You may want to increase the speed and lifting capacity, enhance ergonomics and operator comfort, apply new safety features and positioning capabilities, or simply replace high-maintenance, obsolete components with newer technology. Whatever your need, a modernization may be a viable option to protect and extend your original investment.
Why Choose CCH for your Crane Service Needs?
Highly Trained Crane & Hoist Technicians
We build cranes, so we know how to fix them.

Safety is our Primary Focus
All our technicians are trained in the latest OSHA and crane industry standards. We come with proper personal protection equipment and operate using best practices for the safety of your personnel and ours.

Ease of Accessibility
24 hours a day, 365 days a year, we are available for emergency crane repairs.

We Come Prepared
Field service trucks are stocked with the tools we need to get the job done and the most common service parts.

Resources to get YOU What You Need
We have a large supply of overhead crane parts in stock and access to less common parts at the best prices. CCH can even manufacture some crane parts and accessories right in our shop if needed.